To ensure accuracy in print scale, align a credit, debit or loyalty card to verify scale.

**NOTE:**

- **WIDE WIDTH** if your **LEFT FOOT** occupies this grey area.
- **WIDE WIDTH** if your **RIGHT FOOT** occupies this grey area.

**INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE**

- **KIDS**
  - This size chart is a fun, easy way to find your child’s shoe size in the comfort of your own home. Use this guide or visit a Payless® store and have one of our sales associates measure your child’s feet.

- **FITFINDER®**

**CHILDREN’S SHOE CHART**

1  2  3  4  5  6

**INFANTS (PRE-WALK)**

- Infants will often curl their toes. Gently press down on top of their foot to get a more accurate foot length.

**TODDLER**

1  2  3  4  5  6

**YOUTH**

1  2  3  4  5  6

**PLACE HEEL HERE**

- To determine your child’s foot size, please zoom to 100% and print this page to actual size.